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Some Prehistory and History 
of Flavor Mixing 
 1930: Invention of the Neutrino by Pauli 
 1933: Theory of Beta Decay,:Fermi (almost correct except 

needing a factor of  (1 + γ5)/2) 
 1946: Sakata, invented   muon and muon-neutrino (along 

with the decay scheme π->μ->e)  to resolve the confusion 
in cosmic rays about  pions, confirmed by cosmic ray data, 
esp by Powell et al. 

 1948: Universality of couplings in all 4-Fermi interactions 
noted: β-decay,  μ-decay, and μ-capture: Klein, Puppi, 
Tiomno-Wheeler and Lee-Rosenbluth-Yang.  
 
 

 



1947 onwards: Discovery of strange particles, Λ-
hyperons, Kaons etc…. 
1953-6: Gell-Mann-Nishijima: strangeness; Gell-
Mann-Pais: K0-  0 mixing, strangeness 
oscillations etc 
1956-7: Discovery of Parity Violation, Lee-Yang, 
confirmed by Ambler-Wu et al., Lederman et al. 
1957: Universal V-A Interaction: Sudarshan-
Marshak, Feynman-Gell-Mann: Hw = J†J  with  
J (V-A) =    n +   ν +  ν +   Λ….. 
1958-59: Data show that Λ-β-decay much weaker 
than neutron β-decay leading to….. 
1960: Gell-Mann-Levy proposal of modified 
universality: hadronic weak current with the  
form: J = (  n + ε  Λ)/(1 + ε2)1/2 
=cosθ   n  +  sinθ   Λ 



1962:  Important step taken by 
Maki,Nakagawa, Sakata- they proposed 
similar mixing present in  leptonic sector 
and further that 
Neutrino flavor states are mixtures of mass 
eigenstates : 
      νe  = cosθ ν1   +  sinθ ν2 
      νμ = - sinθ ν1   +  cosθ ν2 
They also discussed neutrino mixing and 
oscillations, estimating oscillation times 
 in terms of  δm2  and L/E. 
1969: Similar analysis carried out by Gribov 
and Pontecorvo 
 

 
 



 1963: Cabibbo analysed succesfully the semileptonic decays of all 
hyperons(Λ, Σ, and Ξ)  using the angle θ, with octet assignment for both 
the current and the baryons  under Gell-Mann’s flavor SU(3).  

 1973: Kobayashi and Maskawa propose several ways to include CP 
Non-conservation  in “Standard Model”, including adding a third family. 

 1975-6: The K-M idea analysed and showed to be viable by Sugawara-SP,  
by Maiani and by Ellis-Gaillard-Nanopoulos. 

 1975: Discovery of Tau Lepton by Perl et al at SPEAR 
 1977: Analysis of a weak current with three lepton families, including a 

mixing between three neutrinos with a complex(hence CPV) unitary 
3X3 matrix: Sugawara, SP, BWLee and Shrock,; Fritzsch 

 2000: Confirmation of the K-M scheme for CPV by observations in B 
decays by BELLE and BABAR as  suggested by  Bigi and Sanda(1981) 
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